Advertising Policy

SVS Printed Materials

SVS does not offer advertising in printed materials for SVS products or printed materials for educational courses.

Website and Other Electronic Media

SVS does not offer advertising on its website or in most SVS published electronic media.

Vascular Specialist and other Third Party Published SVS Media

The Publisher, Editor, and SVS reserve the right to reject any advertising for any reason. Advertisers shall indemnify and hold harmless the Publisher, SVS, Editor, and the owner of the publication from and against any loss, expense, claim, or liability resulting from their advertisement. Advertisers warrant that their advertisements comply with all applicable laws, rules, and regulations.

Journal of Vascular Surgery® (JVS)

Consistent with the Journal's own guidelines, the Publisher, Editor, and SVS reserve the right to reject any advertising
for any reason. Advertisers shall indemnify and hold harmless the Publisher, Editor, and the owner of the Journal from and against any loss, expense, claim, or liability resulting from their advertisement. Advertiser warrants that their advertisements comply with all applicable laws, rules, and regulations.

Vascular Annual Meeting®

SVS offers advertising opportunities to those companies exhibiting at the Vascular Annual Meeting® for the sole purpose of promoting their presence at the meeting and encouraging traffic to their booth. As noted in the policy above, no advertising is accepted in the printed marketing materials and onsite program book; no advertising is accepted on the Vascular Annual Meeting website.